(1) events (with :protons of momentum too low to :produce a visible track in the bubble chamber) were analyzed in t~e:i.r :paper. They report a narrow (r~ 60 MeV/c 2 ) :peak :i.n the nrr rr mass spectrum, which is enhanced to 4 standard deviations when the momentu_m transfer from the beam to the rr + is restricted to be less than 0.6 (BeV/~2 • ~'hey_ also make cuts which indicate that the :peak may decay via. a,,;c\-(l236)rr-mode.
We have analyzed ::::16000 4-:prongeo events from the reaction
at incident momenta between Ll and' 2.37 BeV/c. By charge syiDmetry this reaction is identical in its description to reaction (1); however, these events admit a better mass resolution than the 3-pron'ged events of reference 1.
The 'events analyzed have been selected to have netitron_laboratory momentum less than 300 MeV/c, to insure that the neutron is a "spectator" to the collision. We have .also excluded events with confidence level for reaction (2) less than i ~ .. We estimate that the contamination from other final states is less than 5%.
Our data has been divided into two intervals in beam momentum; the exposure size· for each interval is about 7 events/f.Lb. Interval I contains momentum settings at 1.10, 1.30, 1.52, 1.58, and 1.70 BeV/c; interval II con'tains momentum settings at 1.86, 2.15, and 2.37BeVjc. The latter interval spans the momentum settings of references 1. and 2. However, in this case the meson wo:uld have to be doubly charged. A more likely exchange mechanism for production of an I = 5/2 baryon in these reactions would be I = 3/2 baryon exchang9t: We have also nia.de cuts -3 -corresponding to production by baryon exchange, and we see no enhancement.
Finally we note that we have examined the + + p n n mass spectrum at each of our momentum settings separately, and we find no evidence for .
an enhancement at any of th~m.
In conclusion, we see no evidence for a narrow ( r ~ 
